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BUTTERFLY WINGS
Perfect for dress-up, these wings are made from painted polyester 
fabric. They attach easily by way of arm and finger loops. The light 
weight fabric has a floaty, gossamer look to it.
PURPLE GG-09000PUR
PINK GG-09000PNK
ORANGE GG-09000ORA
RED GG-09000RED

3+
AGES

SIZE
1.04m

$17.90
EACH

DOCTOR SET
Features enough medical tools for the whole junior surgical staff 
to operate! Made from sturdy plastic, this set features a battery 
operated stethoscope and realistic sounding cell phone. Includes 
stethoscope, cell phone, forceps, 2 bandages, eyeglasses, name tag, 
scalpel, thermometer, tweezers, syringe, blood pressure 
cuff, scissors, reflex hammer, bedpan, ear scope and dental 
mirror in a plastic carry case. Cell phone requires 2 AAA 
batteries, not included.
LER-9048 19 pieces $64.90

3+
AGES

DOCTOR COSTUME SET
The doctor is in and dressed for success! Every budding physician 
wants to look the part and this customisable doctor’s coat, and child-
friendly stethoscope provides the perfect dose of imaginative play fun. 
Coat is easy to take on/off with two oversized snaps and fits 
most children ages 3-6. Includes a write-and-wipe name tag 
for personalisation.
LER-9057 $34.90

3-6
AGES

Dress Up and Role Play
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POLICE VEST AND CAP
Padded vest with printed detail 
and velcro fastening at the side 
which allows one vest to fit 
multiple sizes.

$28.90
EACH

SMALL (2-4 YRS) GG-07800S
MEDIUM (4-6 YRS) GG-07800M

DRAGON CAPE
“Come not between a dragon, and 
his wrath”. This sequin hooded 
cape with padded satin spikes has 
elastic finger holes.

$44.90
EACH

SMALL (2-4 YRS) GG-02000S
MEDIUM (4-6 YRS) GG-2000M

KORU NZ CAPE
Made from black satin fabric with elastic neck 
loop.
GG-00801 Size 60cm (l) $25.90

NEW ZEALAND BIRD WINGS
Made from painted polyester fabric. Attach using arm and finger loops.

KAKAPO  GG-15734 

PUKEKO  GG-157363

KEA  GG-157362

KAKARIKI  GG-157356

SIZE
1.04m

$17.90
EACH
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MAORI PATTERN HEADBANDS
Headbands are often worn by Kapa Haka groups, as part of their 
costume. Each headband in this set has a different pattern, 
and the back section is elastic so will fit preschoolers 
through to young adults.
AI-0701 $10.90

3
PACK

$25.90
EACH

S/M/L

$35.90
EACH

XL/2XL

$34.90
EACH

S/M/L

$48.90
EACH

XL/2XL

$48.90
EACH

S/M/L

$59.90
EACH

XL/2XL

Hand Puppets

We’ll hand it to you; these playful puppets are perfect pretend play pals! Ideal for children and caregivers to 
role-play together! Act out a scene or use separately for simple puppet play. Either way, they are great for 
developing motor skills, hand-eye coordination, communication skills, self-confidence and so much more!

3+
AGES $14.90

EACH

OWL
ED-B40118

LADYBIRD
ED-40034

BEE
ED-40036

T-REX
ED-40105

New! New! New!

KOROWAI (CLOAK)
Made from calico coloured polyester fabric 
with elastic shoulder straps. The cloak 
has lengths of black wool attached to it 
representing hukahuka.

RED SMALL (2-4 YRS) GG-155017
RED MEDIUM (4-6 YRS) GG-155024
RED LARGE (6-8 YRS) GG-155031
RED XL (8-10 YRS) GG-225843
RED 2XL (10-12 YRS) GG-258422

BLUE SMALL (2-4 YRS) GG-271632
BLUE MEDIUM (4-6 YRS) GG-716331
BLUE LARGE (6-8 YRS) GG-716348
BLUE XL (8-10 YRS) GG-716355
BLUE 2XL (10-12 YRS) GG-716362

KAPA HAKA TAMA (BOY)
Made from stretch fabric with a waistband and 
includes headband.

RED SMALL (2-4 YRS) GG-154942
RED MEDIUM (4-6 YRS) GG-154959
RED LARGE (6-8 YRS) GG-154966
RED XL (8-10 YRS) GG-258398
RED 2XL (10-12 YRS) GG-225840

BLUE SMALL (2-4 YRS) GG-715518
BLUE MEDIUM (4-6 YRS) GG-715525
BLUE LARGE (6-8 YRS) GG-715532
BLUE XL (8-10 YRS) GG-271558
BLUE 2XL (10-12 YRS) GG-271559

KAPA HAKA KOTIRO (GIRL)
Made from stretch fabric with a bodice which 
has velcro fasteners and elastic straps. 
Includes headband.

RED SMALL (2-4 YRS) GG-154867
RED MEDIUM (4-6 YRS) GG-154874
RED LARGE (6-8 YRS) GG-154881
RED XL (8-10 YRS) GG-258350
RED 2XL (10-12 YRS) GG-258367

BLUE SMALL (2-4 YRS) GG-711329
BLUE MEDIUM (4-6 YRS) GG-711336
BLUE LARGE (6-8 YRS) GG-711343
BLUE XL (8-10 YRS) GG-271554
BLUE 2XL (10-12 YRS) GG-271555
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CHICKEN
ED-40084

SHEEP
ED-40120

CAT
ED-40122

MOUSE
ED-40030

MONKEY
ED-40123

PIG
ED-40113

COW
ED-40111

RABBIT
ED-40093

FROG
ED-40277

LION
ED-40262

DUCK
ED-40115

DOG
ED-40116

TURTLE
ED-40110

ELEPHANT
ED-40039

CROCODILE
ED-40259

HORSE
ED-40095

SPIDER
ED-40255

HEDGEHOG
ED-40250

GIRAFFE
ED-40103

TIGER
ED-40263
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JUMBO FARM ANIMALS
Realistically detailed farm animals (horse, pig, cow, goat, sheep, 
rooster and goose) invite imaginative play and are perfect for 
encouraging oral language and vocabulary development. 
Durable plastic animals are sized perfectly for small hands 
and can be wiped clean. Each set also includes an Activity 
Guide.
LER-0694 Largest size 18�5 (h)cm 7 pieces $51.90

2+
AGES

Play Animals

JUMBO DINOSAURS 2
Five colourful, realistic detailed dinosaurs invite imaginative play 
and develop early vocabulary. Activity Guide includes dinosaur 
facts and early science discussion starters. Includes 
Apatosaurus, Spinasaurus, Pteranodon, Ankylosaurus and 
Parasaurolophus.
LER-0837 Largest size 33cm (h) 5 pieces $51.90

3+
AGES

JUMBO DINOSAURS MUMMAS AND BABIES
Pair these babies with their mums, including a T-rex and 
baby T-rex, Brachiosaurus and baby Brachiosaurus, and 
Stegosaurus and baby Stegosaurus.
LER-0836 Largest size 27cm (l) 6 pieces $51.90

3+
AGES

JUMBO DINOSAURS
Realistically detailed dinosaurs (tyrannosaurus rex, brontosaurus, 
stegosaurus, triceratops and raptor) invite imaginative play and are 
perfect for encouraging oral language and vocabulary development. 
Durable plastic animals are sized just right for small hands 
and can be wiped clean. Each set also includes an Activity 
Guide.
LER-0786 Largest size 26�5cm 5 pieces $51.90

3+
AGES

JUMBO INSECTS
Realistically detailed insects (fly, ant, bee, ladybug, grasshopper, 
butterfly and dragonfly) invite imaginative play and are perfect for 
encouraging oral language and vocabulary development. 
Durable plastic animals are sized just right for small hands 
and can be wiped clean. Each set also includes an Activity 
Guide.
LER-0789 Largest size 20 x 13cm 7 pieces $51.90

3+
AGES

JUMBO OCEAN ANIMALS
Realistically detailed animals designed for little hands and big 
imaginations! Figures invite imaginative play and are perfect 
for vocabulary development. Activity guide includes facts 
about each animal and early science discussion starters.
LER-0696 Size up to 30cm (l) 6 pieces $51.90

3+
AGES
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JUMBO JUNGLE ANIMALS
Realistically detailed jungle animals (lion, tiger, 
gorilla, elephant and giraffe) invite imaginative 
play and are perfect for encouraging oral 
language and vocabulary development. Durable 
plastic animals are sized just right for 
small hands and can be wiped clean. 
Each set also includes an Activity 
Guide.
LER-0693 Largest size 30cm
5 pieces $51.90

2+
AGES

JUMBO REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS
Kids take their imagination and vocabulary skills into the wild with 
durable, easy-to-clean plastic figures of a gecko, snake, tree 
frog, tortoise and iguana. Includes guide with engaging facts 
about each reptile and amphibian.
LER-0838 Size up to 91cm (l) 5 pieces $51.90

3+
AGES

FARM ANIMAL COUNTERS
Count on fun on the farm with these adorable, colourful animals. 
Friendly, farm favourites provide an engaging way for kids to develop 
number and quantity relationships, patterning, counting and sorting 
skills. Realistically detailed animals include 6 each of 10 
farm animals that come with their own convenient storage 
bucket.
LER-0810 Largest size 5 x 5cm 60 pieces $45.90

3+
AGES

JUNGLE ANIMAL COUNTERS
Your little animal lover will fall in love with this set of jungle animal 
counters. An imaginative way to learn to count, sort and classify 
as well as learn about exotic creatures in distant lands. This set of 
beautifully detailed jungle animals includes 5 each of 12 
different species. Includes ‘Did You Know’ animal fun facts 
to encourage children to learn more. Packaged in a reusable 
storage bucket.
LER-0697 Largest size 6 x 5cm 60 pieces $44.90

3+
AGES

60
PIECES60

PIECES

JUMBO ZOO ANIMALS
Encourage imaginative play and enrich language 
development with this set of 5 plastic zoo animals including 
monkey, penguin, zebra, polar bear and hippo.
LER-0788 Largest size 18�5cm (l) 5 pieces $51.90

2+
AGES
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Dolls and Accessories

HAPPY FAMILY
Grandpa, grandma, mum, dad, sister and brother make up 
this family. Who lives in your house?
HA-E3500 Size Adults 11cm (h) 
Children 9cm (h) 6 pieces $32.90

3+
AGES

ALL SEASON FURNISHED 
DOLL HOUSE
There are as many ways to play with 
this house as there are families 
in the world. Six rooms, moveable 
stairs and a reversible winter/
summer-themed, solar-paneled 
roof inspire year-round activities.
HA-E3401  
Size 60cm (l) x 30cm (d) x 74cm (h)
Assembly required
$274.50

3+
AGES
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S WOODLAND VILLAGE
Use this great value set to create a magical world for fairies and elves 
whilst stimulating conversation and collaboration. Wonderful as a 
construction task but it is so much more. Imaginations really can soar 
as the children use the open-ended materials to create their own mini 
locations. Contents may vary. Not to be left outdoors. Contains: 4 x 
wooden fairies, 6 x wooden elves, 3 x roofs, 5 x mushrooms, 
2 x seed pods, 8 x wooden disks, 1 x pack of sticks, 1 x woven 
basket, various wooden blocks.
TT-EY04684 Largest size 17cm (roof) $224.90

3+
AGES

ROCK-A-BYE BABY CRADLE
Rock ‘dolly’ to sleep in this sturdy cradle. Made from 
durable, smooth sanded wood, this cradle sits on a rounded 
base to aid rocking.
HA-E3601 Size 48cm (l) x 34cm (w) x 25cm (h)
Assembly required $76.50

3+
AGES

Includes
blanket &

pillow
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SOFT MĀORI DOLLS
Dressed in traditional costumes these soft dolls are easily cleaned and 
very cuddly!
BOY AI-0498  GIRL AI-0481

$14.90
EACH

HAND PUPPETS
High quality, moving mouth puppet. 30cm (h)
BOY AI-7490  GIRL AI-7491

$29.90
EACH

DOLLY BUGGY
Made from a varnished beech wood with fabric lining, solid 
plastic wheels and extra-large rubber tyres for grip.
ED-522495 Size push bar height 60cm
Assembly required $114.50

3+
AGES

BABY STROLLER
This classic stroller lets your child take ‘dolly’ for a walk around the 
block... or all through the house. Encourages imitative and 
imaginary play and promotes fantasy story telling, role 
playing and creativity.
HA-E3603 Size 45cm (l) x 33cm (w) x 51cm (h)  
Assembly required $76.50

3+
AGES

CLOTHES DRYING RACK
Sturdy wooden clothes rack with foldaway legs. Clothes not included.
ED-522478 Size 55 x 33 x 68cm Assembly required $75.90

CLOTHES STAND
This wooden dressing unit provides storage for hats and shoes and 
a hanging area for dress-up clothes. The full size mirror allows for 
children to view themselves. Delivery restrictions and costs may apply.
ED-9114 Size 1�30m x 75cm x 45cm Assembly required $494.90
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NEW SPROUTS BUSHEL OF FRUIT
Fill your basket at the fruit stand! Invite early dramatic play, build 
vocabulary and reinforce good nutrition with freshly designed, soft, 
plastic produce! Includes apple, strawberry, lemon, banana, 
plum, orange, apricot, grapes and pear. All stored in a plastic 
bushel basket.
LER-9720 Basket size 10 x 14cm 10 pieces $24.90

2+
AGES

NEW SPROUTS BUSHEL OF VEGGIES
Stock up on delicious veggies! Great for early dramatic play, builds 
basic vocabulary and reinforces healthy eating. Soft, plastic produce 
sprouts a sassy, contemporary look. Includes corn, 
cucumber, broccoli, red pepper, eggplant, carrot, yellow 
pepper, asparagus and potato.  All stored in a plastic bushel 
basket.
LER-9721 Basket size 10 x 14cm 10 pieces $24.90

2+
AGES
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DELUXE SHOPPING CART
Made for durability, this shopping cart has a solid wooden 
frame, basket and tray.  The extra large rubber tyres allow 
for the weight of extra groceries!
ED-9203 Size 65 x 60 x 30cm Assembly required $224.90

3+
AGES

Food and Shop Play

FARMERS MARKET COLOUR SORTING SET
Develop colour recognition and sorting skills with bushels of 
realistic, relationally sized produce. Perfect for dramatic 
play and nutrition lessons too. Includes activity guide, 25 
foods, and 5 baskets with stickers for labeling.
LER-3060 Basket size 10 x 14cm 30 pieces $69.90

2+
AGES

New!
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SHOP PLAYHOUSE
This three-sided wooden plywood Shop 
Playhouse is ideal for pretend and play! The 
shelves can be used to display products next to 
the service counter and the blackboard can be 
used for advertising the shop name 
or specials on offer! Accessories 
not included. Assembly required.
ED-726706 Size 1�2m (h) x 1
�05m (w) x 51 (l)cm $399.90

3+
AGES
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NEW SPROUTS BREAKFAST BASKET
Start the day with healthy breakfast play! Yummy breakfast foods are 
made of soft, durable plastic, perfect for hungry little sprouts. Includes 
egg, glass of juice, cinnamon roll, banana, 2 strawberries, 1 purple 
berry cluster, mini bagel, 2 pancakes, cereal in bowl, yoghurt, melon 
slice and 2 slices of bread. 16 pieces stored in a colourful 
oval basket.
LER-9730
Basket size 22cm (l) x 18m (w) x 10cm (h) $39.90

2+
AGES

NEW SPROUTS LUNCH BASKET
What’s for lunch? Delicious, healthy lunch items feature a contemporary design and are made 
of durable, rubberised plastic! Includes a glass of milk, juice box, soup in bowl, 3 mini pretzels, 
mandarin, lettuce slice, tomato slice, 2 slices of bread, cheese slice, salami slice, 
swiss cheese slice, biscuit and 2 apple slices. 18 pieces stored in colourful oval 
basket.
LER-9731 Basket size 22cm (l) x18m (w) x 10cm (h) $39.90

2+
AGES

NEW SPROUTS DINNER BASKET
It’s dinner time! Mouth-watering, healthy dinner foods are made of 
soft, durable plastic and sport a contemporary look! Includes a glass 
of milk, steak, grilled chicken breast, asparagus bundle, baked potato, 
broccoli, corn, empty bowl, 3 lettuce leaves, 2 tomato slices, 
2 cucumber slices, pineapple ring and ice cream sandwich. 
18 pieces stored in colourful oval basket.
LER-9732 Basket size 22cm (l) x 18m (w) x 10cm (h) $39.90

2+
AGES
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GOURMET KITCHEN
An all-in-one wooden kitchen inspires mini chefs to cook anything. 
Made from durable wood and made to last. Encourages imitative and 
imaginary play; promotes fantasy story telling, role playing 
and creativity.
HA-E3152 Size 71cm (h) x 55cm (w) x 32cm (d)
Assembly required $199.50

3+
AGES

GOURMET FRIDGE FREEZER
Add to your Gourmet Kitchen with this very cool fridge and freezer. 
Comes with reusable ice cubes for a cold drink on those hot summer 
days. Plenty of space to store all of the fruits, veges and 
healthy basics.
HA-E3153 Size 75cm (h) x 36cm (w) x 30cm (d)
Assembly required $199.50

3+
AGES
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Kitchen Pretend Play

CASH REGISTER
This cash register is a working solar-powered calculator 
with oversize buttons and big number display (NZ money 
sold separately).
LER-2629 Size 27 (l) x 24 (w) x 14 (h)cm $69.90

3+
AGES

NEW ZEALAND MONEY
Provide hands-on learning experience with New Zealand 
currency play money. Fun games are included to begin the 
conversation about how money works!

3+
AGES

PLAY PACK
Includes 20 Coins (10c, 20c, 50c, 
$1 and $2) and 40 
Notes ($5, $10, $20, 
$50 and $100).
AI-8412 $3.90

60
PIECES

CLASS PACK
Includes 80 Coins (10c, 20c, 50c, 
$1 and $2) and 100 
Notes ($5, $10, $20, 
$50 and $100).
AI-8411 $9.90

180
PIECES
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MICROWAVE
ED-85700 Size 40 x 28 x 24cm $139.50

REFRIGERATOR
ED-85710 Size 40 x 33 x 81cm $324.50

OVEN
ED-85680 Size 40 x 33 x 61cm $314.50

SINK
ED-85720 Size 40 x 33 x 68cm $276.50

This range of kitchen items are made of solid pine wood, offering years of use. No assembling required.

POP UP TOASTER
Making toast is easy with this double-slice toaster. A pat of butter and 
a dab of honey to finish the job! Encourage imaginary play, 
story telling, role playing and creativity with this durable 
wooden set.
HA-E3148 10 pieces $33.90

3+
AGES

PRO CHEF SET
Get cooking with top-chef gear designed to look like the real thing! 
Encourage imaginative play and build fine motor skills. Set includes 
deluxe stock pot, saucepan, 2 lids, skillet, spatula, wooden spoon, oven 
mitt, play food (chicken leg, carrot, corncob and fried egg) 
and write & wipe activity guide. Everything wipes clean with 
a damp cloth.
LER-9082 Largest size 14 x 7cm 13 pieces $42.90

3+
AGES

GOURMET KITCHEN STARTER SET
No kitchen is complete without these basic cooking and 
serving utensils. Encourage imaginary play, story telling, role 
playing and creativity with this durable wooden set.
HA-E3150 13 pieces $48.90

3+
AGES
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KITCHEN SET
Kids will love to set up their kitchen with this super-sized assortment featuring colourful pots, pans, cups, 
bowls, dishes, utensils, tea pot, strainer, pitcher, cookie cutters, roller, juicer, dish pan and more. Durable 
plastic pieces provide hours of cooking fun. Comes with a large carrying box for easy storage.
LER-9157 76 pieces $84.90

3+
AGES

CIRCUS TENT
This vibrant pop-up Rainbow Circus tent will transform a play space or 
use as a peaceful area for kids to read.  Large enough to accommodate 
more than one child.
CL-CIRTNT Size 1�37m x 46cm $84.90

WOODEN RAILWAY SET
This amazing wooden railway set includes everything needed for 
budding train enthusiasts: a spacious roundhouse engine shed, dozens 
of track pieces in curves and straights, trees, workers, traffic signs; 
multi-piece trains; magnetic-tipped cranes; switches and a T-junction 
for changing course; suspension bridge, trestle bridge and 
roundtable too! With more than 130 pieces, it’s tremendous 
value! Mix and match with other train sets - it’s compatible 
with all popular wooden railway systems.
MD-0701 132 pieces $295.90

3+
AGES
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Block Play

WOODEN MINIBEAST BLOCKS
Perfect for children to investigate bug behaviour, how 
and what they eat, what eats them, if they undergo 
metamorphosis and the habitats they live in. The blocks 
are smooth to touch and easy for young children to handle. 
They are free-standing and can be used in imaginative 
play, to develop descriptive language skills or for learning 
about the characteristics of a wide range of different 
creatures.
CM-73410 
Largest size 10�8 x 8�5 x 2cm
33 pack $109.90

2+
AGES

WOODEN FOREST ANIMAL BLOCKS
Robust and traditionaly styled chunky wooden picture blocks, 
colour printed on both sides with real images of wild animals 
from forest, river and woodland environments. Perfect for 
young children to engage in imaginative play and develop 
their descriptive language skills. Realistic images will enable 
younger children to recognise real animals in their natural 
habitats, and will encourage older children to 
visualise them for story-telling, creative writing 
and learning about animals in the wild.
CM-72304 Largest size 16�5 x 11�3 x 2cm
30 pack $119.90

2+
AGES

WOODEN TABLETOP BLOCKS
Have a block party with these 100-piece set of 
colourful wooden blocks! These beautiful, solid 
wood, high quality blocks come in a variety of shapes 
including triangles, rectangles, pillars and ramps.
CL-BLOCK100
Size from 5�7cm to 12cm 
100 pieces $99.90

3+
AGES
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STANDARD UNIT BLOCKS
With blocks, the possibilities are endless! These beautifully crafted 
traditional blocks are ideal for stacking, building and hands-on creative 
learning. Sixty natural-finish, smooth-sanded hardwood unit building 
blocks are packaged in a handsome wooden crate for easy 
storage. Ideal for building, balancing and hands-on early-
maths learning, these traditional unit blocks are great value!
MD-0503 Size up to 37cm 60 pieces $119.90

3-8
AGES

ARCHITECTURAL UNIT BLOCKS
Design an architectural masterpiece with this set of forty-four 
hand-scrolled and turned wooden blocks in eleven different shapes. 
This natural finish, smooth-sanded hardwood block set is 
packaged in a handsome, wooden crate for easy storage. 
Great value!
MD-4201 Size up to 37cm 44 pieces $139.90

3-8
AGES
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GIANT FLOOR UNIT BLOCKS VALUE SET
Solid rubberwood unit building blocks encourage problem solving, 
enhance social and perception skills, promote shape and size 
recognition, and teach basic maths and science skills. The 
blocks have a smooth sanded finish and are based on a unit 
measurement of 3.1cm.
CL-162B 162 pieces $448.90

2+
AGES

TABLETOP UNIT BLOCK SET
Solid rubberwood unit building blocks encourage problem solving, 
enhance social and perception skills, promote shape and size 
recognition and teach basic maths and science skills. Smooth, sanded 
finish. All blocks are based on a unit measurement of 31mm. This base 
unit measurement gives each set complete uniformity for successful 
‘architecture.’ This set is a wonderful combination of 
tabletop size blocks and blocks that are a little larger in size. 
Smallest block measures 3.1cm.
CL-110B Largest size 13�9cm 110 pieces $134.90

2+
AGES

RAINBOW BRICKS
Giant visually stunning building bricks made from beautiful 
rubberwood with colourful transparent acrylic inserts. 
Can be used for building and stacking with double and half 
sized bricks. The set includes 36 pieces (24 large, 12 small) 
with rounded corners and colourful inserts (red, green, 
blue, yellow, clear and mirror). Children will hold them 
up to their eyes to see the world in different 
colours. Can also be used for colour mixing and 
on a light box.
CM-73380 Size 20 x 7�5 x 7�5cm 
36 pieces $295.50

2+
AGES


